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Recent Changes:

● Add “what is a premortem” to startup page
○ This should make it easy to learn what a premortem is and why it’s helpful for any

new users
● Move “delete” user button to a more clear location

○ It was ambiguous what this button was actually doing before
○ Add a description stating how to delete names

● Changed wording for facilitator’s instructions for every step
○ Some of the previous language was ambiguous and did not actually tell the

facilitator what to do. Now it should be much more clear and anyone unfamiliar
with the process should still be able to run it.

● Made the timer larger
○ Wasn’t easily visible before

● Changed timer to stop whenever the facilitator wants it to
○ This was more of a conceptual change. Rather than a hard stop at 2:00, the timer

will just go negative, suggesting to the facilitator that the time should end
● Added another part to consolidating answers - deletion

○ One part of the process we missed was combining similar answers once
everyone has said some answers

● Changed next step/page buttons to be more clear
○ Specifically, made it so next step only pops up when it will actually bring you to

the next step of the premortem process, and otherwise says next page
● Checkboxes for voting

○ Makes it easier to vote/un-vote in case someone makes an error or changes their
mind

Future Changes:
● More usable color scheme

○ The colors used in our prototype were flagged by our UX consultant who has
since given us a better idea of what pallet we should be using.

● Have a more consistent view
○ Users should be able to see the result of all steps at once.

● Update user view to match facilitator view
○ Not currently done


